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      List of candidates shortlisted for personal interview to the post of      
“System Manager” 

The Corporation published advertisement to fill up the post of System Manager on 
05.04.2016. Following candidates are shortlisted for personal interview scheduled to 
be held on 21.02.2017 at 9.30 am at the following venue- 

2nd Floor,CIDCO Bhavan, 
CBD Belapur, 
Navi-Mumbai-400614 
Ph No. 022-67918251   
 

Sr. 
No. 

Name of the Candidate  

1 Chitnis Kiran Kashinath 
2 Shekhar Himanshu Bindeshwari 
3 Suresh Jiwaji wankhade 
4 Gulati Archana Niraj 
5 Patil Rajkumar Umrao 
6 Bhagat Prashant Ramkrishna 
7 Ramteke Ajay Revaram 
8 Padalkar Prasad Hindurao 
9 Quadri Mohiuddin Noorulhaq 
10 Shah Bhushan Gajendrakumar 
11 Tenkale Pramod Shankarappa 
12 Choudhari Nilesh Bipinchandra 

 

 Instructions and guidelines to the candidates- 
 

1. The candidates should bring all the original documents regarding the qualification, 

experience, age, school leaving certificate, domicile certificate etc. for verification. 

They should also bring one self attested copy of all the documents. 

 

2. All candidates need to produce domicile certificate of Maharashtra State at the time 

of document verification, else candidature will be cancelled. 

 

3. Candidates must make sure that he/she is fulfilling all the required educational 

and experience criteria. Candidature can be cancelled at any time and any stage, 

if a candidate is not fulfilling the requisite criteria. 
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4. If any false/incorrect information furnished by the candidate is detected at any 

stage of recruitment process, his/her candidature will be cancelled. 

 

5. Candidate will not be eligible for the appointment if he/she is punished by any 

court in the civil/Criminal cases. Candidate must produce the details, if he/she is 

facing police inquiry/outstanding court matter or punishment if any; selected 

candidate must submit NOC from the police department at the time of 

appointment. 

 

6. Any canvassing by or on behalf of the candidates or to bring political or other 

outside influence with regards to their selection/recruitment shall result in 

disqualification of candidature and shall attract Police action. 

 

7. Any request for change of date/ time/ center/ venue shall not be entertained. 

Candidates who fail to attend the interview on the scheduled date and time will be 

debarred from further recruitment process. 

 

8. Kindly note that this letter does not constitute an offer of employment. 

 

9. The candidates need to attend the interview at their own cost. 

 
10. The selected candidates will have to sign a service bond with CIDCO. 

 

11. The decision of the Management in all matters relating to recruitment shall be final 

and no individual correspondence will be entertained. 

 
 

 Candidates may please note that all communication regarding this 
recruitment drive shall be displayed on CIDCO website only. 

 

Manager (Personnel)  

16.02.2017 


